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Abstract — Electrical energy demand forecasting plays a pivotal role as a decision support tool in the modern power industry. The 
focus of the paper is to propose a hybrid approach for the selection of the most influential input variables for the training and 
testing of neural network based hybrid models. The combined influence of the genetic algorithm and correlation analysis are used 
in this technique. The significance of the selected input variable vectors is studied to analyze their effects on the prediction process. 
Another objective of the study is to develop and compare the prediction models for electrical energy demand of one day-ahead. 
These models are developed by integrating multilayer perceptron neural network and evolutionary optimization techniques. 
Genetic algorithm and simulated annealing techniques are used to optimize the control parameters of the neural network. The 
results show that the neural network optimized with genetic algorithm and trained with an optimally and intelligently selected 
input vector containing historical load and meteorological variables produced the best prediction accuracy.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Electrical energy demand forecasting is indispensible for 

the cost effective, secure and reliable operation of the power 
systems [1, 2]. Short term load forecast (STLF) of one day-
ahead facilitates multiple power system operations, for 
instance, scheduling of fuel purchase, maintenance of 
equipment, adjustment of tariff and contract assessments [2].  

Artificial neural network (ANN) is an artificial 
intelligence based technique, which provides much better 
performance as compared to previously implemented method 
for STLF [3]. This is because of the powerful capability of 
ANN to map and memorize the non-linear relations between 
the input and the output variables during the training process. 
The performance of ANN based models depends upon many 
factors, such as, neural network architecture, type of training 
algorithm, selection of input variables and initial values of 

synaptic weights [4]. Among the others, the selection of most 
influential input variables and choice of training technique 
have a critical impact on the forecast results. 

Many evolutionary search techniques have been 
implemented to optimize the training input vectors and 
control parameter of the neural networks for STLF 
application. Most of these efforts emphasize on the 
correlation analysis of the data, however some of the 
researchers also focused on the combination of mathematical 
formulation to resort the derived variables by squaring, 
averaging, adding or differencing the data sequences to 
determine the suitable input variables [5, 6]. Because of their 
linear and inconsistent approach, these methods are unable to 
track the unusual and brisk variations occurring in the real 
time input data, [7]. Many input variables have been used for 
the ANN based STLF, such as a historical load, 
meteorological variables and 

economic variables using hit and trial methods for their 
selection [8-10]. However some researchers implemented 
computational intelligence in the data selection process [11, 
12]. 

In this paper, the important issues related to the best input 
variable selection for ANN based STLF models are 

addressed. A new technique is proposed that integrates the 
genetic algorithm (GA) and correlation coefficient methods 
to establish the supremacy of the certain input variables over 
the others. The optimally selected input variable vectors 
(IVs) are used to train the ANN based hybrid models using 
GA and simulated annealing (SA). The analysis of the results 
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show that hybrid model based on ANN and GA trained with 
the optimally selected IV which contains load and 
metrological variables produced better forecast accuracy as 
compared to other IVs. 

 
II. DATA ANALYSIS AND PRE-PROCESSING  

 
The historical data of the State of Victoria and New 

South Wales of Australia are used in the experimentation. A 
comprehensive correlation analysis is conducted to study the 
maximum relevance of the input variables with load demand 
[7]. The results of the analysis are shown in Table I. All the 
input variables are normalized/scaled between 0 and 1, 
before applying them to the models [13]. 

TABLE I.  CORRELATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Input Variables Correlation 

Same time in the previous day load L(h-24)                  0.9301 

Same day and time in previous week load L(h-168)    0.9121 

Same time, two days earlier load L(h-48)                      0.8220 

Same day, two hours earlier load L(H-2)                       0.8818 

Same time, previous day temperature T(h-24)         0.7909 

Same time, previous week temperature T(h-168)    0.7017 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The framework of the research activities are mentioned in 

the following steps.  
 

 Apply a hybrid scheme based on the GA and correlation 
method for the selection of most appropriate input 
variables for the training of simulation models.  

 The hybrid multi-layer perceptron (MLP) models are 
developed and validated, where the initial parameters are 
optimized by GA and SA for one day ahead electrical 
energy demand prediction using the selected input 
variables. 

 Compare the forecasts and actual energy demand of the 
optimized models with and without using optimally 
selected IVs.  
 

A. Selection of forecast model inputs 

The first step in the development of the GA is to define a 
chromosome. A fixed length chromosome equal to 8 is 
implemented in the design. The value of each genome in the 
defined chromosome is the index of input variables. These 
chromosomes correspond to the possible solutions in the 
selection process. Once the individual chromosome is 
defined, an initial population S containing n number of 
chromosomes are generated. The fitness function is 
developed that maximizes the correlation coefficient and 
minimizes the mean square error (MSE) between actual and 

forecast load. The defined fitness function is called 
(mxRmnE), maximum correlation value and minimum error 
(see equation. 3). Mean square error (equation. 2) is used as a 
performance index in this case. The roulette wheel selection 
method with a single point crossover and multipoint 
mutation is implemented in this technique. The mutation 
operator is defined as given in equation 4. This operator 
complements the values in the genome to avoid from the 
local minima [14].  

In the first step of this genetic-based algorithm, the 
chromosome length and index of input variables are defined. 
Real coded GA is implemented with a fixed length 
chromosome i.e. 8 and the value of each genome in a 
particular chromosome is the index of the input variable. In 
the second step, the GA is used for the selections of the final 
data set on the basis of defined fitness function. The 
crossover and mutation rates are selected as 0.8 and 0.1 
respectively. The process flow diagram of the proposed 
method is shown in Fig. 1.  
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where, Q is a subset of input variables, R is the correlation 
value and p is target class of the prediction variable. At and Pt 
are the actual and predicted load values. Whereas, k is 
mutation point and K is the length of input dimension.  

A set of input variables is initially generated containing 
historical load of different time intervals, meteorological 
variables and date/time indicators. The set is then splitted 
into two subsets containing historical load related variables 
and meteorological variables respectievely. The proposed 
selection process in implemented on the original set and the 
subsets. Consequently, three optimally selected input 
variable vectors IV1, IV2 and IV3 are returned, containing 
combination of load and meterological variables, load related 
variables and meteorological variables, respectievly. The 
optimized input variable vector IV1 is composed of; day and 
time indicators; dry bulb temperature of the same time in the 
previous day T(w, d, h), dew point of the same time in the 
previous day D(w,d-1,h), electrical load of the same time in 
the previous day L(w, d-1, h), load of same day and time in 
the previous week L(w-1, d, h),  load of the previous day 
minus one hours L (w, d, h-1) and load of the previous day 
minus two hours L (w, d, h-2). 

B. Development of optimized models  

As mentioned previously, the performance of MLP 
neural network models depends on its free parameters, and 
choice of the training algorithm. The optimization algorithms 
including GA and SA are developed to tune the crucial 
parameters of the network via minimizing training errors and 
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validation errors. In this paper, we choose back-propagation 
(BP) as a training algorithm.  

In this process an initial population (p) of 30 
chromosomes is created and the number of iterations (iter) is 
set to 100. The fitness function is defined which is the 
minimum mean square error (MSE) between the actual and 
forecast values of MLP. The MLP is trained and tested for 
the training data and MSE and fitness [f(p(iter)] is calculated 
for the current iteration. The GA operators crossover and 
mutation are applied on the selected pairs in the population 
and a new population is generated and tested on the basis of 
the fitness function in the next iteration (iter=iter+1). The 
elitism method of selection is used with the crossover and 
mutation rate of 0.8 and 0.1 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Flow diagram for input variable selection technique. 

The optimization process of the simulated annealing 
algorithm starts with generating an initial solution (rank 
matrix) R taken as the current starting solution. Then a 
neighbor (rank matrix) R* of (rank matrix) R is generated 
and the difference Δ=F(R*)−F(R) in the objective function 
values of both schedules is calculated. If Δ < 0, the 
neighbor R* is accepted as the new starting solution in the 
next iteration since it has a better function value. If the 
objective function value does not decrease (i.e. Δ ≥ 0), the 
generated neighbor may also be accepted with a 
probability exp(−Δ/E), where E is a control parameter called 

error. In this way, the forecast error is periodically reduced 
after every iteration.  

The initial values of the critical control parameters for 
GA and SA are summarized in Table II. 

 

TABLE II.  INITIAL PARAMETERS OF EMPLOYED OPTIMIZATION 
ALGORITHMS 

GA Parameters SA Parameters 

Population size 30 Population size 30 

Crossover rate 0.8 Minimum 
Temperature 

0.00 

Mutation rate 0.1 Maximum 
Temperature 

10000 

Number of 
iterations

100 Step size (ΔT) 0.98 

  
Normal  

distribution (σ) 
0.5 

C. Performance Analysis   

To analyze the performance and accuracy of hybrid 
prediction models on the basis of IV1, IV2 and IV3, root 
mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE), mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute error 
(MAE) are used. These performance evaluation measures 
can be computed as follows: 
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where, At and Pt are the actual and predicted values at time 
point t.  

The MAPE is considered as a benchmark performance 
index due to its stable performance that resolves the 
inconsistency problem in the prediction results [10]. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 
The hybrid models are applied to predict the electrical 

energy demand. As the prediction time horizon is one day-
ahead (with 30 minute interval), so the total numbers of 
observations would be forty-eight. 

The optimally selected input variable vectors IV1, IV2 
and IV3 are used for the training and testing of the hybrid 
models. The prediction results of the optimized hybrid 
models MLPN-GA and MLP-SA are compared on the basis 
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of MSE, MAE, MAPE and RMSE. These results are 
depicted in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Table III.  

The hybrid model based on GA has shown better 
performance as compared to the SA based model for one 
day-ahead load demand forecasts. The best forecasting 

performance is observed by using the historical load and 
weather variables related input vector IV1. The MAPE using 
IV1 for MPLNN-GA and MLPNN-SA are observed 1.75% 
and 1.91%, respectively.  

 
TABLE III.  ONE DAY-AHEAD FORECAST RESULTS OF OPTIMIZED MODELS BASED ON INPUT VECTORS 

Forecast 
Techniques 

Optimized input variable 
vectors 

Performance Index 
MAE MSE MAPE RMSE 

MLPNN-GA 

Load & Weather (IV1) 63.617 15656.35 1.765 77.254 

Load Related (IV2) 125.465 29390.03 1.913 147.172 

Weather Related (IV3) 760.855 928054.66 9.117 963.564 

MLPNN-SA 

Load & Weather (IV1) 89.509 17775.72 1.912 133.324 

Load Related (IV2) 125.480 31387.07 2.171 177.170 

Weather Related (IV3) 760.817 928054.40 9.137 969.361 

 

The comparative analysis of MLPNN-GA with that of 
the MLPNN-SA reveals that, the GA part has improved 
performance than the SA part. 

 

 
Figure 2.  One day-ahead forecast results based on IV1 to IV3 for  

MLPNN-GA 

 
Figure 3.  One day-ahead forecast results based on IV1 to IV3 for  

MLPNN-SA model. 

The improved percentage of the MAPE from IV1 to IV3 
is observed as; 0.26%, 0.24% and 0.03%, respectively. On 
the other hand, IV3 generated high forecast error because of 
the weak correlation of the meteorological input variables 
with the load demand. The use of load related variables 
(IV2) produced reasonable accuracy which is slightly lesser 
that the results shown by implementing IV1. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a hybrid method to identify and 
select the best input variables for ANN based forecast 
models. In this technique, the combined effect of minimum 
MSE and maximum value of correlation coefficient are used 
to develop a fitness function of GA for the selection of most 
influential IV in STLF. In this way, three input vectors, 
including, load related (IV3), metrological related (IV2) and 
a combined vector of these two types of variables (IV1) are 
selected. These optimally selected input vectors are 
deployed in the training and testing processes of MLPNN-
GA and MLPNN-SA models and the results are analysed. 
These results show that the performance of optimized 
MLPNN model with GA using IV1 outperformed all other 
models and input vectors used in this research. The obtained 
results show that the research has provided a suitable 
technique for the selection of best input variables for the 
ANN based hybrid load demand prediction models.  
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